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                        Our Mission
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        The EFT Mobility team combines decades of experience in electric powertrain design from the automotive industry.

As a company, we use this experience to develop turn-key electric and hybrid-electric powertrain systems and their relevant subcomponents for the next generation of sustainable mobility applications.

We serve clients from multiple industries including: Aviation, UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), Motorcycle, Utility Vehicle, and Shipping Industries.
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                        System Architecture
                    

                    We define the requirements, conduct benchmarks, design concepts and simulations for new powertrains or sub-components.
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                        Development
                    

                    We have all required capabilities and infrastructure to design electronics, software as well as mechanical interfaces.
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                        Integration & Validation
                    

                    Our facilities allow to integrate and validate full powertrain systems including battery and motor testing and characterisation
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What the world is saying about EFT Mobility:
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                                    Follow-up: How is EFT Mobility doing?

                                    
                                    
                                    02/2024: The Munich startup EFT Mobility – previously also known as Electric Flytrain – develops complete electric drive systems. Originally intended for aviation, the company's solution has now attracted attention from other industries. The founders reveal in an interview what else has changed and what will happen next for the startup.
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                                    The dream of electric flight

                                    Munich start-up EFT Mobility
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                                    Munich start-up EFT Mobility

                                    
                                    02/2024: With his start-up EFT Mobility, Tobias Kahnert develops drive systems, from the battery to the motor. Drones could become much more powerful in the future - but there is still a long way to go before the first large electric aircraft.
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                                    Customer First
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                                    Customer First

                                    
                                    02/2024: Strategies for sustainable customer management. Optimizing customer relationships is an ongoing issue in every company. The relationship between provider and customer does not end with the sale of a product or service.
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                                    Munich is a hotspot for startups
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                                    Munich is a hotspot for startups

                                    
                                    12/2023: More and more young people are establishing their own companies in the Bavarian state capital.
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                                    brigkAIR Startup Incubator

                                    IAA Mobility 2023
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                                    IAA Mobility 2023

                                    
                                    09/2023: As part of the Air Mobility Initiative, we from brigkAIR were part of the joint booth of Bayern Innovativ and the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs at IAA Mobility 2023.
We are on a journey into the future of mobility. The IAA is no longer just an automotive trade show but covers the entire spectrum of mobility. We are happy and proud to be part of this transformation.
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                                    From EVs to UAVs
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                                    From EVs to UAVs

                                    
                                    07/2023: The founders of this UAV engine developer have brought their expertise in the EV world to bear on building a heavy-lift UAV power unit. 
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                                    University of Cambridge

                                    Alumnus and entrepreneur Tobias Kahnert honoured in Forbes 30 Under 30 list
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                                    Alumnus and entrepreneur Tobias Kahnert honoured in Forbes 30 Under 30 list

                                    
                                    06/2023: Alumnus Tobias Kahnert has joined the 2023 Forbes 30 Under 30 Europe list. He is helping to change the path of sustainable aviation with the design and development of electric and hybrid-electric powertrain systems.
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                                    Paris Air Show 2023 | brigkAIR | Day 4 | Electric Flytrain
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                                    Paris Air Show 2023 | brigkAIR | Day 4 | Electric Flytrain

                                    
                                    06/2023: We are super happy and proud that we could offer 5 startups the chance to exhibit with us at the booth. Today was Electric Flytrain, a startup from Munich, with us at the fair. 
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                                    Tobias Kahnert and electric flying
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                                    The Bavertis Podcast

                                    Tobias Kahnert and electric flying

                                    
                                    05/2023: In Episode 8, our guest Tobias Kahnert from Electric Flytrain talks about electric flying, why multilevel systems are relevant, and what will and must change in the aviation industry in the future.
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                                    Electric Flytrain: Founder Tobias Kahnert is one of the “30 under 30”
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                                    Electric Flytrain: Founder Tobias Kahnert is one of the “30 under 30”

                                    
                                    04/2023: WERK1 Startup Electric Flytrain founder Tobias Kahnert was ranked among the "30 Under 30 Europe" 2023 by Forbes Magazine for his entrepreneurial achievements. What an award! And the perfect occasion to talk to Tobias about the advantages, but also the downsides of starting a business! He also has some great tips for (prospective) founders.
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                                    Forbes 30 under 30 Europe: 9 Munich startups on the lists
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                                    Forbes 30 under 30 Europe: 9 Munich startups on the lists

                                    
                                    03/2023: Year after year, the US business magazine Forbes identifies young European entrepreneurs and innovators who have been able to exert a particular influence on the development of their industry and beyond: the "30 under 30 Europe". Among the 300 up-and-coming talents in 10 different categories there are also a number of Munich residents.
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                                    03/2023: Electric Flytrain co-founder in the "30 Under 30 Europe" ranking
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                                    03/2023: Manufacturing & Industry
Creating the products, methods and materials of tomorrow.
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                                    Where are all the god-level engineers at Tesla
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                                    Where are all the god-level engineers at Tesla

                                    
                                    12/2022: After leaving Tesla, these engineers still shine in various related industries, from batteries, and charging poles to software. They can be seen. Let's meet some of the new ventures founded by some amazing engineers!
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                                    Die Luftfahrt elektrifizieren
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                                    Die Luftfahrt elektrifizieren

                                    
                                    08/2022: Bachelorarbeit bei Tesla, Master an der Cambridge University, eigenes Start-up – bei diesem Lebenslauf ist klar: Die Welt darf Großes erwarten. HM-Absolvent Tobias Kahnert hat sich mit seinem Electric-Flytrain-Team nichts Geringeres vorgenommen als die Revolution des Luftverkehrs. 
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                                    Die Luftfahrt elektrifizieren
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                                    Die Luftfahrt elektrifizieren

                                    
                                    07/2022: Bachelorarbeit bei Tesla, Master an der Cambridge University, eigenes Start-up – bei diesem Lebenslauf ist klar: Die Welt darf Großes erwarten. HM-Absolvent Tobias Kahnert hat sich mit seinem Team nichts Geringeres vorgenommen als die Revolution des Luftverkehrs.
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                                    Wie Münchner Startups Drohnen abheben lassen
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                                    Wie Münchner Startups Drohnen abheben lassen

                                    
                                    07.04.2022: Nicht nur Drohnen, sondern Fluggeräte allgemein hat das nächste Startup, das wir im Podcast vorstellen, im Blick. Denn Electric Flytrain arbeitet an schlüsselfertigen, elektrischen Antriebssträngen für beinahe alles, was fliegt.
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                                    Die stillen Stars der Drohnenszene
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                                    Die stillen Stars der Drohnenszene

                                    
                                    27.12.2021: Luftfahrt-Innovation: Im Schatten von Lilium und Volocopter: Die stillen Stars der Drohnenszene: Viele der Start-ups mit guten Ideen tun sich schwer gegen die sehr präsenten Vorzeigeunternehmen. Oft fehlt ihnen auch die politische Unterstützung.
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                                    These are 11 ‘warriors’ who formerly worked at Tesla.

                                    
                                    11/2021: Tesla is regarded as the “birthplace” of numerous entrepreneurs and leaders who, despite leaving the firm, continue to dominate in other fields.
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                                    E-Mobilität in der Luft
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                                    08.11.2021: Das Start-Up "Electric Flytrain" von HM-Absolvent Tobias Kahnert elektrifiziert den Flugverkehr: Während der Straßenverkehr immer mehr auf E-Mobilität setzt, befindet sich die Luftfahrt noch in der Erprobungsphase. Electric Flytrain, Alumni des Strascheg Center for Entrepreneurship, will das ändern.
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                                    11 Tesla Alumni Who Started Electric Mobility Startups
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                                    05.11.2021: A few of the trade’s most notable entrepreneurs spent a part of their careers at Tesla. Amongst them are Aurora’s Sterling Anderson and Lucid’s Peter Rawlinson — however there are others. Listed here are 11 different e-mobility startups led by Tesla alumni which can be driving innovation.
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                                    Revolution im Flugverkehr durch nachhaltige Antriebe
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                                    26.10.2021: Unser WERK1 Startup Electric Flytrain will eine nachhaltige Alternative zu fossilen Brennstoffen in der Luftfahrt etablieren und damit die Transformation hin zu einem nachhaltigen Flugverkehr beschleunigen. Respekt! Wie sie das angehen und welche Good News es von dem Startup sonst noch gibt, erfährst du hier!
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                                    Electric Flytrain Is Electrifying Air Travel

                                    
                                    16.08.2021: While steady progress is being made in the electrification of road transport, air transport is still in the experimental stage. Apart from demonstrators from a few airplane manufacturers, there are still hardly any electric planes. This is where the Munich-based startup Electric Flytrain wants to help by developing electric aircraft powertrains as total systems. The founders answered our Seven Questions.

                                

                            

                        

                        
                    

                    
                    
                        

    

 


  
    

 


                    

                    
                

            

        

    






    
	   

    
        
        
            


    
    Interested in discovering what goes on behind the scenes?




Get a glimpse into our world! Take a look at our cutting-edge mobility solutions, and get to know our office space and the brilliant minds driving our mission to advance e-mobility through groundbreaking solutions.
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